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WELCOME TO OUR EDUCATION 
CATALOGUE FOR 2019

Justin Cantrill
CEO

This year is an exciting one for Solutions IT as we 
celebrate our 20th Anniversary.

Like yourselves, the start of 2019 has been an 
extremely busy time for us. We spent the Christmas 
period rolling out thousands of new devices to schools 
across WA using modern technologies that enable low 
touch / zero touch deployment which is something that 
will continue to grow as technology moves forward and 
imaging devices becomes a thing of the past.

Our partnership with CEWA Leading Lights continues to grow and after 20 years of being 
on the Department of Education Integration Panel we are happy to announce that this has 
been renewed again for the next 3 years making us one of the longest serving and largest 
suppliers to government schools across WA.

Virtual Reality is starting to ramp up and we are certainly seeing some fantastic results in 
the classroom with ClassVR. This year will see further updates including more authoring 
capabilities to provide greater learning opportunities and deeper learning experiences 
through contact creation.

After the success of last year, we are excited to once again be hosting our Education 
Summit at Optus stadium along with many tech updates and roadshows throughout 2019.

We trust that you enjoy this education update along with the many great case studies that 
have been included. 



GENERAL MANAGER

Looking after the day to day operations and management of staff, Paul is also the 
company’s authority on all things technical. Managing the needs and expectations 
of customers, he ensures excellent support for current technologies, as well as 
advising on potential new innovations that could also be utilised.

PAUL MARSHALL

MEET SOME OF THE TEAM

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR

Lyn is responsible for scheduling the engineers to various jobs across the state. 
Matching skill-sets to specific roles, Lyn takes the time to ensure that the right 
person is scheduled for each job.

LYN GOEDECKE

SERVICE DELIVERY MANAGER

Steve leads our service desk. Managing the service desk, Steve oversees the 
proactive monitoring and management of customer sites along with ensuring 
exceptional customer service for remote support to customers.

STEVE PAYNE

MARKETING MANAGER

Looking after the marketing and communications for the business, Sarah works 
alongside key members within the organisation to organise, communicate and 
deliver exciting events, offers and publications to customers.

SARAH FEARNE

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

John is the company’s Perth based BDM. John understands the evolving and 
often challenging needs of the WA education sector. He researches and presents 
best-fit solutions whilst helping schools gain best value for their investment.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Stuart is the BDM for Albany and has a long and varied technical IT background. 
As a former Director of Technology at Presbyterian Ladies College, Stuart’s 
background in IT and Education gives him an intimate understanding of how 
technology can support and enable the teaching and learning strategies and 
objectives of an education institution.

JOHN PURTILL

STUART EVANS
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MODERN DEPLOYMENT

Windows Autopilot
Windows Autopilot1 revolutionizes the way new devices get deployed, reset and 
repurposed, with an experience that is zero-touch for IT. Your users will love it.

Why Windows Autopilot?
Out of the box and ready to go 
Unbox your new Windows device and 
turn it on. Windows Autopilot configures it 
from the cloud— with a few simple clicks, 
the device becomes business-ready

Provisioning minus the hassle 
Deliver a better user experience with 
personalisation and fewer steps to set up.

Keep track of the whole process 
With Windows Autopilot, users can see 
how configuration is progressing.

Move to the cloud at your own 
pace 
Windows autopilot can join devices to 
Azure Active Directory, enrol them in 
mobile device management and can 
also join devices to your on-premise 
Active Directory domain.2

1. Requires Azure Active Directory Premium for automatic MDM enrollment and custom company branding. Requires Intune for 
enrolment status page. Sold separately. 
2. Requires support from Microsoft Intune or other MDM vendors. 
Requires Microsoft Intune for remote reset. Sold separately.
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SURFACE SERVICES
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HOW SURFACE IS TRANSFORMING LEARNING 
AT GREAT SOUTHERN GRAMMAR

Great Southern Grammar are a long-standing customer of Solutions IT and recently implemented an 
initiative to become a Microsoft Surface School by 2020. 

Kieran Bailey, is the Head of IT Services and a digital technologies teacher. Great Southern Grammar 
has a one-to-one device program for years 6-12.

Kieran has been steering the transformation which has equipped most students and all teachers with 
a Surface device,  Windows 10 and extensive use of Office 365. They also use Microsoft Teams for 
staff professional development and for collaborative class activities and homework co-ordination.
Kieran says that the transition away from tablets and toward the fully featured Surface with digital 
pen has delivered important benefits. “It has been really positive. There was a real noticeable shift. 
Previously using tablet devices, students were lacking the basic skills we wanted them to have.”

“As part of our initiative there was a rigorous consultative process with Solutions IT to ensure 
the Surface device met all our needs. We were able to access demo units, value adds such as 
Solutions IT Learning Tools Training, and they also secured funding from Microsoft to help with the 
implementation”.

“Teachers were crying out for students to use a proper computer. As 
we rolled out the Surface we saw a huge shift student’s ability to use 
and do more with the technology. Using the Surface, with stylus in 
learning areas such as art and technology, it’s great and learning to 
type properly has been very rewarding . Surface is equipping regional 
students with the future skills they will need to succeed in their adult 
lives.”

Solutions IT provide device support where needed, “we are particularly 
impressed with the support model around warranty. Having that 
managed by Solutions IT has ensured quick turnaround times which 
means that devices are back in the hands of our students swiftly.”
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MICROSOFT SURFACE SERVICES

As a Microsoft Surface Education Reseller, Solutions IT are able to offer a number of additional 
services and support offerings that provide additional benefits for your fleet of surface devices. 

Embrace the modern teaching experience. Technology is transforming education, and creating 

new possibilities. Surface gives educators the tools they need to make learning interactive. 

And it inspires new ways of learning too. 

DIRECT HOT-SWAP 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

DISCOUNTS ON 
SELECTED 3RD PARTY 
ACCESSORIES

ACCESS TO A MICROSOFT 
SURFACE ONBOARDING 
CONCIERGE

UNBOXING, IMAGING AND 
ASSET TAGGING

EXCLUSIVE STUDENT 
WARRANTY OFFERING

ADDITIONAL OFFERINGS WE CAN INCLUDE:



ClassVR’s headset is a standalone, classroom-ready device, 
delivering a fully immersive VR/AR experience under the teacher’s 
control. Unlike other VR headsets, ClassVR does not require any 
additional devices, such as phones. Everything is fully integrated 
into the device, making it easy to use and highly reliable.

Standalone Headset - No Mobile Device Needed

At the heart of ClassVR is our teacher-friendly portal, providing all the 
necessary content and tools to successfully deliver engaging lessons to 
your students. ClassVR’s online portal makes it easy to drag and drop 
VR and AR content into custom playlists. With the click of a button, 
teachers can send experiences straight to the headsets, direct them to 
specific points, or view exactly where each student is looking. 

Simple Control and Management

Our curriculum aligned resources and structured lesson plans help to 
spark the imagination of students, leaving them with memories and 
experiences that help them visualise and understand even the most 
complex of educational subjects.

There are currently over 900 pre-made activities, covering a huge 
range of topics and curriculum subject areas. Immerse students in 360 
degree images and videos, bring AR experiences off the page, or hold 
3D models in the palm of your hand. Get creative with a 360 camera 
or 3D modeling package and upload your own files - then share them 
with the whole ClassVR community.

Everything you need to implement 
VR & AR in your classroom

CPD, Training, Implementation & Support
ClassVR online courses have been designed to help you get 
the most from your new investment. The courses consist of 
comprehensive, bite-sized lectures with short videos and 
quizzes, which allows you to learn at your own convenience.

You can re-visit the courses at any time, allowing you to 
refresh your memory or sharpen your skills.

Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality Content & Lesson Plans

www.classvr.com0845 862 0390   

GET IN TOUCH TODAY

sales@classvr.com8 Contact us today for more information 
08 6241 2550 or sales@solutionsit.com.au
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Brendan Murphy is the Assistant Principal of Banksmeadow Public School, NSW. Last year he started 
researching VR options for the classroom as a way to drive engagement levels and to facilitate / as well 

as facilitate some of their STEM initiatives.

Student Engagement at 
Banksmeadow Primary School

Ease of use and value
“When comparing ClassVR to other VR solutions on the market, two 
factors stood out. Firstly, there is so much classroom-relevant content 
ready to use. Short 3D videos, 3D still images, augmented reality and 
mixed reality content as well as sample lesson plans all indexed, and 
ready for a teacher to utilise.”
 
Second was the teacher controls, “If you have ever used a MDM 
to manage devices in a classroom, you know how important it is to 
control technology when need be. ClassVR helps you monitor what 
students are seeing, helping keep everyone on track”.

Student engagement 
Banksmeadow typically use ClassVR after the explicit 
teaching of a particular subject, “This term we have been 
studying different countries of the world. They research the 
country and build an understanding and then, with the use 
of ClassVR, get to go there. They seek out detail that have 
researched and are often amazed when they get to see it in 
3D. We get a lot of oooohs and aaaaahs” laughs Brendan.

The school has also used the solution for art projects, “We 
discuss the artist of a particular three dimensional piece, 
view the art in books or online and then revisit the art using 
ClassVR. The students’ appreciation and understanding 
is dramatically enhanced. They have a new interpretation, 
their own view of the piece. It is fantastic to see”. No longer 
are students limited to just the sculptures easily accessible 
from school, they can travel Paris to view the Louvre or 
head to Easter Island to see the monolithic Moai look like in 
all their three-dimensional glory.

Creators of content
“Next term we are taking ClassVR to the next level using CoSpaces. We are looking forward to enabling the 
students to build and code their own experiences, not just consume them”. Using CoSpaces, students can build 
in 3D with user-friendly creation tools and then easily upload the images to ClassVR so that they can experience 
their own creation virtually. 

Win/Win
Introducing ClassVR to Banksmeadow classrooms has had a positive impact on the school. “The teaching staff 
appreciate the simplicity of using ClassVR and agree that there has been a significant shift in engagement and 
retention since its implementation. It is more than just a novelty, it enhances the curriculum and the learning 
experiences for our students. They are eager for the next lesson and their recall is most definitely enhanced” 



HP ProBook x360 11  
G3 and G4 Education Editions
Built for schools. Designed for learning.

1. Accidental damage requires an optional HP Accidental Protection Care Pack.  
© Copyright 2018 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. 

Empower students with a device 
that’s thinner than its predecessor 
yet can survive everyday bumps 
with molded rubber trim, Corning 
Gorilla Glass 3, and a pick- and 
minor spill-resistant keyboard.1

Built for blended and  
mobile learning

Give students the freedom to 
choose how they learn with a device 
with a 360° hinge they can flip and 
fold into notebook, stand, tent, and 
tablet modes.

Let students learn  
how they learn best

Maximize your investment with a 
serviceable design and integrated 
HP manageability and security 
software tools.

Optimized for security  
and easy management
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Create, learn, work, and play. No matter which iPad you choose, you get all the power and 
capability you’d expect from a computer and all the versatility, portability, and ease of use 

you can only get from iPad.  

iPad Air in the hands of every student from under $6* per week per student. 

School Ready.

Finance • Deploy • Manage
*Conditions apply. Contact Solutions IT for more information. 
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REDUCING TECH TIME AT 
EXCELSIOR PRIMARY SCHOOL

HOW ZULUDESK HAS IMPROVED DEVICE 
MANAGEMENT AT EXCELSIOR PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Excelsior Primary School is an Independent Public School 
located in the suburb of Canning Vale, Perth that teaches 
Kindergarten to Year 6. The school manages over 170 
iPads. Many of these devices are shared between classes 
and year groups. Roschel Moore, Deputy Principal, explains 
how using ZuluDesk has improved the management of their 
iPads and has allowed the school to maximise their return.

THE CHALLENGE
“We were implementing a 1:1 program for our Year 4s and had a fleet of iPads that were shared 
throughout the school. Different groups of iPads needed to be managed in different ways. Prior to 
Zuludesk, in preparation for a class, individual apps had to be added via Apple Configurator and 
this was so time consuming. We had bought a number of apps for different year groups however 
as the iPads were shared throughout the school, keeping track both the devices and apps was 
tricky”

THE SOLUTION
After consulting with Solutions IT, Excelsior Primary School chose to implement Zuludesk to help 
manage their iPads

ZuluDesk is a powerful, cost effective Mobile Device Management System for wirelessly 
managing Apple Devices. Teachers and IT administrators have a convenient tool to administer 
devices for individual students, school classes, or even multiple institutions, and that’s just the tip 
of the iceberg of what this tool can do. For teachers, the feature of choice is that it can control all 
devices when delivering digital lessons.

THE BENEFITS
Roschel instantly found that Zuludesk, minimised her ‘tech’ time and allowed more time to focus 
on the lesson, “Since deploying Zuludesk, we can easily distribute an app from device to device, 
over the entire school. Each iPad can be assigned multiple profiles which enables seamless 
device sharing.”

“We can manage what functions of the device are available, for example disabling the camera. 
We love that we can lock the iPad to a particular app to prevent unwanted distractions and can 
provide a filter to block adult web content being accessed on the device.”

“I can monitor what apps are installed and used 
on each iPad.  If a student forgets their pass code 
I can reset it remotely for them, simple. Zuludesk 
has allowed us to maximise the use of each and 
every device and most of all has allowed me more 
time to focus on the teaching and learning that this 
technology can enhance.”
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Apple School Manager is a simple, web-based portal that allows IT 
administrators to manage people, devices and content from one place. 

We’ve made big improvements so that it’s ready to go for schools everywhere. 
There is a redesigned user interface, more powerful ways to manage bulk activities, 

and greater control over accounts and classes.

APPLE SCHOOL MANAGER
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As an Apple Education Reseller, Authorised Service Provider and certified Apple Consultants, 
we are able to provide you a complete end-to-end solution and service offering, including; 

Contact us today for a free, no obligation consultation. 
 Looking to upgrade your existing fleet? Contact us today to learn how our 

Trade-in Program can save you money. 

YOUR LOCAL APPLE EXPERTS

REPAIRS 

INTEGRATION AND 
DEPLOYMENT

PROCUREMENT DEP ENROLMENT 

APPLE SCHOOL MANAGER 
IMPLEMENTATION

MDM SOLUTIONS 

ADDITIONAL OFFERING WE CAN OFFER INCLUDE:

BEST-IN-CLASS IS  
best for classes

DUX FOR SURFACE
for MS Surface Pro/Pro 6/Pro 4
STM-222-202L-01

DUX FOR SURFACE
for MS Surface Go

laptop sleeve laptop brief laptop backpack

STM-222-194J-01

TRILOGY

01 04 16

BLAZER

01 0302 04

CHAPTER

01

Easy grab ‘n go place to pack a laptop 
and tablet, some accessories, and papers

Ample room to store stuff; just as 
comfy over shoulder or in your hands

Room for it all: a trio of storage compartments 
with multiple storage pockets

Complements Type Cover 
and stores Surface Pen

DUX
for iPad 5th/6th Gen

01 02 03

Rugged protection for your iPad, plus 
secure storage for the Apple Pencil (1st gen)

DUX PLUS
for iPad 5th/6th Gen
STM-222-190JW-

STM-222-160JW- 01 29 04

Patented magnetic cover 
folds into stand for both 
typing and viewing

DUX SHELL FOR FOLIO
for iPad Pro 11”
STM-222-221JV-01

Works with latest version 
of iPad and Smart Keyboard 
Folio; stores Apple Pencil (2nd gen)

Complements Type Cover 
and Surface Pen

DUX
for MacBook Air
STM-122-218M-01

Features reinforced corners 
and translucent design

Storage for Apple Pencil 
or Logitech Crayon

(13”) STM-114-191M-
(15”) STM-114-191P-

(13”) STM-117-169M-
(15”) STM-117-169P-

STM-111-171P-

stmgoods.com.au

for iPad 5th/6th gen
DUX KEYBOARD CASE

Protective case featuring 
a removable keyboard

COMING SOON
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Provide 
a simple 
and safe 
experience

Unlock 
creativity 
in each 
student

Promote
teamwork

of students say 
creativity is essential 
to their future.1

of parents are 
concerned with 
privacy and security of 
their children’s data.3

of teachers 
agreed that digital 
tools encourage 
greater student 
collaboration.2

Keep students engaged and inspired
- Spark creativity, collaboration and problem solving 

with immersive and engaging Windows 10 apps
- Enhance independence for students of all abilities 

and levels with accessibility features
- Bring ideas to life in 3D and data visualisation

A universal toolkit built for teamwork
- Collaborate and save teachers time using Teams for 

Education as a single hub for classes
- Easily connect with others on projects and co-author in 

real time. 
- Personalise learning with simple useable features to 

connect, share, communicate and feedback

Simplify IT and keep data safe
- Manage users, data and devices with a single 

dashboard with Intune for Education
- Protect Identity, apps, data & devices with intelligent 

security enhanced by machine learning
- Manage data archiving, governance and discovery

Windows 10 Enterprise Mobility + SecurityOffice 365

89%

79%

79%

Learn more at: Microsoft.com/Education 

Empowering educators and 
students with a single, 
affordable and safe solution 
built for education

Microsoft 365 Education

Lenovo 100e

ThinkPad L380

ThinkPad 11e Yoga

ThinkPad L480

Lenovo: Making progressive education a reality
thinkfwd.com.au/education
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ThinkPad L380

ThinkPad 11e Yoga

ThinkPad L480

Lenovo: Making progressive education a reality
thinkfwd.com.au/education
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Eliminate Print Servers
Printix is for IT organizations, who are dedicated to 
implementing an all-cloud strategy and looking to 
transition their print infrastructure to a cloud service.

We make it possible for customers to install, use and 
maintain a cloud-managed printing environment 
quickly, efficiently, and, perhaps most importantly 
without owning a print server.

The Printix multi-tenant public cloud solution drasti-
cally simplifies the provisioning, management and 
control of printers and drivers from a cloud-based 
portal.

Simplify Print Administration
Apart from minimizing the on-premise IT infrastruc-
ture to support printing, Printix helps IT managers 
avoid the hassle and minimize costs typically associat-
ed with printing and maintaining a print environment.

Printix removes the administrative complexities 
involved in managing diverse hardware, software, 
computer operating systems and vendor-specific 
printer requirements.

Orchestrating and automating routine admin tasks, 
Printix helps discover, define and configure print 
queues and drivers and automatically distribute the 
setup, to keep your print environment running and up 
to date

Optimize Cloud Integration and Implementation
Microsoft Azure, and other cloud computing plat-
forms, allows businesses to be more efficient and 
printing should be one of the most basic business 
processes, to be simplified with the cloud.

Printix is seamlessly integrated with Azure AD and 
Google G Suite authentication to enable a true cloud 
workplace with Single Sign-On via Office 365 or G 
Suite.

Deploying Printix is made easy with Microsoft Intune, 
or any other software deployment tool that supports 
Microsoft Installer (MSI).

Serverless Architecture
Eliminate print servers and create a secure,  
cloud managed print infrastructure.

Simplify Print Management
Simple to manage and easy to deploy. Automatic 
updates and self-service provisioning.

Improve Productivity
Intelligent print driver selection and print queue 
installation by location, group or self-service.

Reduce Costs by 50% or more
Significantly reduce on-premise infrastructure 
costs, services, support and maintenance fees.

Single Sign-On Secure Access
Single Sign-On and secure access to Printix  
using Microsoft Azure AD or Google G Suite.

Central Management Console
Centrally manage printers and users. Visual  
analytics to help transform data into insight.

Supports all Network Printers
Independent and multi-vendor support.  
Print to any printer from any device.

Cloud Print Management Service
The missing piece to complete your cloud migration

Our powerful cloud technology and innovative peer-
to-peer client technology is scalable by design and can 
handle any number of users and printers.

No manual effort is involved in maintaining Printix Cli-
ent software, as the latest approved versions are silently 
updated. Processing print jobs is done locally on the 
computer, so no additional network traffic is needed to 
transfer print data to a print server. If desired, Printix 
Client can convert existing office print queues.

Try Printix FREE for 1 month!

Printix.net ApS is a software development company founded 
in 2014 and based in Denmark. The founders of Printix are 
successful tech entrepreneurs with many years of experience 
in print management software and IT-development.

Contact us today for more information 08 6241 2550 or sales@solutionsit.com.au

School-Wide Communications 
with Vivi
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Classroom Engagement Solution

SHARE 
Your Screen

PLAY
Online or Local 

Videos

CAPTURE
Screenshots

ADMINISTRATION 
Centralised 

Management

BROADCAST
Announcements & 

Emergencies

ANALYTICS
Usage & 

Engagement

Vivi is a classroom engagement solution that seamlessly connects devices and displays of all 
kinds, enabling two-way dialog between teachers and students. Vivi’s classroom technology 
integrates its core wireless screen mirroring functionality with a raft of additional educational 
features, all controlled from a single, easy-to-use App and managed at the institutional level via 
a cloud-based Admin Portal. 

In a Vivi-enabled classroom, teachers and students (with permission of course) can wirelessly 
connect their device to the display, from anywhere in the room, and students can take screenshots 
or request to present their work from their device. 

Vivi’s solution has applications beyond the classroom to serve as a tool for school-wide 
communication. Their Digital Signage feature provides an easy way to create a broadcast network 
by turning the school’s Vivi-enabled displays, both in classrooms and common areas, into digital 
message boards. This same broadcast network can be leveraged in an emergency. Administrators 
can set up customised messages in the Vivi Admin Portal to effectively communicate emergency 
instructions, such as in the event of a lockdown or fire. When an emergency is triggered using 
the Vivi App, these customised messages are broadcasted to every Vivi-enabled screen at the 
school within seconds.
 
One school using this extended suite of features is Wesley College in South Perth. Through the 
Vivi Admin Portal, they have used the Digital Signage feature to set up unique signage for each 
space. Thomas Gardiner, Wesley ICT Network Administrator, says, “It’s been fantastic. We are 
beginning to set up more and more Vivi’s outside of our classrooms and really seeing the benefit 
of centrally managed, school-wide signage communications. 

“We’re currently using the Digital Signage feature in our Technologies Building, Language Centre 
and Senior Reception, and we are also looking to roll it out in our Junior School. It’s been a huge 
benefit too enrolment staff. In the leadup to school tours, we can schedule the desired content 
onto the panels ahead of time and prospective parents can see how the spaces are used, even 
if they aren’t at the time.”

For Wesley, Vivi’s cost-effective digital signage, reliable video play and ease of use have made its 
integration at the school a success. “A few years ago, we were under huge pressure to improve 
the AV infrastructure at the school”, says Thomas. “With Vivi, we have achieved a great degree 
of consistency of access for staff and students across the entire campus.”

Vivi enables the sharing of ideas, inspires collaborative learning, and gives educators the tools to 
teach how they want to teach.

School-Wide Communications 
with Vivi
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Simplify and secure your 
wireless environment with 
a proactive and holistic 
managed solution for one low 
cost per access point, per 
month. 
Solutions IT Wireless as a Service (WAAS) delivers 
unmatched expertise, wireless insights, industry 
leading best practices, and innovative automation 
tools to accelerate digital transformation in school.

WIRELESS AS A SERVICE

Greater Budget Predictability               
Fixed, low monthly pay-as-you-go 
pricing

Improve Security             
Secured for the unique needs of 
educational environments keeping 
your staff and students protected

Reliable and Optimised                  
Proactive and optimised through 
application-level intelligence. 

Lower Costs                      
Eliminate hardware and software 
investment 

Focus on Core Business         
Eliminate the need to worry about 
equipment maintenance and 
software upgrades

Realtime Visibility                      
Get real-time analysis and reports

Stay Current                                  
Technology is for ever changing, 
WAAS keeps you current
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Over the past few years, St Simon Peter Catholic Primary 
School has seen an exponential increase of wireless devices 
within the school and as the school prepared to roll out a 
1:1 device initiative, they needed to address some of their 
connectivity issues. 
 
STRUGGLING UNDER THE PRESSURE
Although the school has a fast and capable internet connection, 
the aging wireless infrastructure paired with the growing 
number of devices was no longer delivering an acceptable 
level of connectivity. Regular OS and Application updates, 
and consistent access to cloud-based data meant that the 
network frequently ground to a halt. Whole staff Professional 
Development (PD) days in the main hall completely disrupted 
the network, leaving the staff unable to use their devices 
throughout the day.

 “The network infrastructure struggled under pressure and as a result the wireless connection regularly 
dropped out. Put simply, too many devices and not enough access.” Ashlee Dale, Technologies 
Coordinator explains.
Solutions IT performed a wireless audit throughout the campus, which included an RF spectrum 
analysis. Taking into account existing device usage and requirements, plus future technological 
innovations, Solutions IT was able to come up with a much more effective and efficient wireless 
topology for the school. Calculating the exact amount of access points required to
better meet both the school’s coverage and capacity requirements of today, and tomorrow.

BLAZING FAST WIRELESS
Within a week, the aging wireless access points were 
replaced with the new hardware. “The deployment was a 
seamless experience and now we have a network that can 
efficiently handle updates, downloads, streaming services 
and uploads, without interrupting the students’ learning 
experience. We have now seen a shift in the use of learning 
spaces and environments, with classes utilising outdoor 
spaces, while maintaining wireless connectivity, to enhance 
the students’ learning. Our two 1:1 device year levels can 
also enjoy the full functionality of their device in real-time.”

THE WAAS OFFERING
Solutions IT’s WaaS offering proactively monitors the schools infrastructure and wireless network. In 
addition to this they provide useful tools such as traffic shaping and firewall inclusions. For example, if 
NAPLAN testing is required to be run, and the school wants to limit bandwidth usage of non-essential 
applications, rules can be applied to limit the amount of bandwidth given to Video/Streaming type 
applications, thus giving priority to those devices conducting the testing.
Should the school require specific firewall rules to block inappropriate activities such as gaming sites, 
this can easily be applied to ensure better utilisation of the wireless network. 
On top of the analysis, improved security and scalability, WaaS offers schools a fixed price, low 
monthly payment plans, and can eliminate ongoing associated hardware and software costs. 

ST SIMON PETER IMPLEMENTS 
LOW COST FIXED PRICE WIRELESS



Learn more at: pclocs.com.au 

FUYL Tower 15™

Connected ::  
Innovative management 
software lets admins 
view, access and manage 
Towers remotely.  

RFID Ready ::  
The Tower supports 
almost every RFID 
standard on the market 
including HID and MiFare.

Enable almost any mobile device work flow –  
paperless business transformations, device loaner 
programs, break fix and centralised charging.

 Intelligent Asset Management System™

Network Connected ::  
An optional network kit 
vastly expands the data 
transfer capabilities of the 
Tower through individual 
Ethernet connections.

Open API ::  
Organisations can build 
connectors for controlling 
doors and the display in a 
way that is customised for 
their work flow.
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FUYL Tower 15™
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Enable almost any mobile device work flow –  
paperless business transformations, device loaner 
programs, break fix and centralised charging.

 Intelligent Asset Management System™
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vastly expands the data 
transfer capabilities of the 
Tower through individual 
Ethernet connections.

Open API ::  
Organisations can build 
connectors for controlling 
doors and the display in a 
way that is customised for 
their work flow.

CUSTOMISED SCHOOL 
PORTAL WITH SCHOOL LOGO

EASY USER INTERFACE

SHOWCASES THE SCHOOL’S 
PREFERRED DEVICES AND 
ACCESSORIES

SECURE LOGIN COMPETITIVE PRICING

SINGLE PAGE TRANSACTION

FREE SET UP AND HOSTING FLEXIBLE PAYMENT OPTIONS

BYOD

PLANNED, PERSONALISED, SECURED AND EASY TO USE

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE 

Reduce admin costs and make it easier for your parents to purchase their child’s 
device via your school’s BYOD portal.
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Brought to you by

#1 HYBRID CLOUD 
BACKUP-AS-A-SERVICE 
SOLUTION

ጷ 
Backup Cloud

Easy, turnkey cloud- 
based solution

Top-notch backup speed 
and recovery reliability

Unique AI-based 
ransomware protection

Protection for 
20+ workloads

Any system to any 
environment recovery

Enterprise-grade 
scalability
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based solution

Top-notch backup speed 
and recovery reliability
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20+ workloads

Any system to any 
environment recovery

Enterprise-grade 
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2:1 AND TABLET DEVICES DESKTOPS

DEVICE AS A SERVICE

APPLE DEVICES LAPTOPS

Flexibility for your organisation
Optimise your IT assets with 
Solutions IT Device as a 
Service, a complete solution 
that combines hardware, 
support, management, and 
services for every stage of the 
device lifecycle.

Solutions IT Device as a Service is the modern 
way to manage devices. Tailor your solution – from 
design to configuration, maintenance, and end of 
use – with financial terms to meet our needs with the 
convenience of a single price per device.

Greater Budget Predictability               
Fixed, monthly pay-as-you-go pricing.

Align with business needs        
Scale and flex as actual needs dictate.

Modern Deployment               
Save time and costs with low-touch 
deployment and configuration 
capabilities.

Accelerate Adoption                       
Refresh devices sooner and upgrade 
to new technologies easier.

Device and Data Security        
Ensure devices, business, and 
personally identifiable data is secured.
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The Solutions IT Technology Buyback Program is a must for Schools who want 
to maximize their IT return on investment and be part of global, sustainability, 
environmental program. This is a fast and simple processes that offers competitive 

market leading valuations and complete data integrity.

TECHNOLOGY BUYBACK PROGRAM 

You can now enjoy the benefit of a fast, simple and effective Trade-In solution. Our 
buyback program ensures minimal disruption to our clients, with maximum returns.

We provide a very competitive market leading valuation for your fleet of unwanted 
devices – with the agreed Trade-In credit to be paid to a nominated bank account 
via EFT.

De-risk your critical information – you will have complete assurance all devices 
traded in are data wiped to factory settings, with data destruction certificates 
available upon request.

98% of all equipment received are refurbished and re-purposed both here in 
Australia and in developing nations. 2% of equipment recycled back into usable 
materials, keeping harmful waste out of landfill.

BENEFITS OF OUR TECHNOLOGY BUYBACK PROGRAM

•

•

•

•

8 Reasons Why K-12 
IT Teams Use Meraki

E-rate Elligible

 

Quick Deployment

Complete Visibility and Control Digital Learning
Being able to manage their entire network from an easy-to-use, 
cloud-based dashboard was just what Schalmont CSD needed. The 
Meraki dashboard provides complete visibility and control, with valuable 
insight into network usage and simple remote troubleshooting tools.    
“I go into the dashboard and look at the colors: is it green, yellow, 
or red? It’s so simple for me to see what the problem is 
immediately, and I can quickly change something if it is incorrect. 
�is information is at my �ngertips all the time, without digging.” 
- Terri McCreadie, Director of IT and Network Admin, 
Schalmont Central School District 

“�anks to the vastly superior management capabilities and the 
minimal amount of time spent managing, troubleshooting, or 
con�guring Meraki Hardware, we have more time that we can 
dedicate to making our classrooms 21st century learning centers.” 
- C.R. Hiestand, Network and Systems Administrator, 
Reading School District  

Student success today often depends on reliable access to digital 
resources in and out of the classroom. That’s why Reading SD made the 
investment in a robust network to ensure students are continuously 
connected.    

“In the course of a summer, we totally ripped and rewired everything 
on our network. Our educational technology upgrade could not have 
been possible without the total infrastructure upgrade that we did 
with Meraki.”
 - Amy Gates, Executive Director of Technology, 
Lee’s Summit R-7 School District     

With 34 sites, and only three full time network employees, the IT team at 
Lee’s Summit R-7 SD was able to pre-confi gure all of their hardware in 
the Meraki dashboard, making it easy to deploy 400 switches and 1,700 
access points in a single summer.    “�e complexity of managing four sites with four separate networks 

was a nightmare. By leveraging E-rate funding, we are now 
streamlined and simpli�ed under one dashboard, without having to 
make the same con�guration changes 5 or 7 times.”
- Emeka Ibekweh, Managing Director of Technology, 
Ascend Public Charter Schools

With the help of E-rate funding, the IT team at Ascend Public Charter 
Schools was able to replace their disjointed network with Meraki 
switches, access points, and security appliances across their 10 schools.   

Built for Lean IT Broadband and Network Scaling

 

1:1 Device Management Digital Equity

“Meraki is wonderful because I can hand over the network 
management to site techs that have little to zero networking 
experience. And yet, we can still troubleshoot 20x faster within 
the Meraki dashboard than any other network I’ve interfaced with 
- with no extra bodies.” 
- Benjamin Moeller, Director of Information Technology and 
Operations, Navigator Schools     

A lean IT team is responsible for managing the network at Navigator 
Schools. With an easy-to-use dashboard, Meraki is intuitive for the team 
to confi gure, manage, and troubleshoot access points, switches, security 
appliances, and student devices - with no command line required.    

“We �rst implemented Meraki to support teh SBAC, and we have since 
further leveraged our computing resources to support signi�cant growth 
in educational technology. �ese initiatives are critical to supporting 
student achievement, and the always-on access provided by Meraki is 
instrumental to our success.”  
- Susan Beltz, Chief Technology Officer, Oakland Unified School District

When leadership at Oakland Unifi ed SD decided to adopt new standardized 
digital resources for teaching and testing, the IT team knew it was time for a 
network upgrade. After deploying Meraki, they were delighted to see that the 
network handled the increase in traffic beautifully, with no issues on testing day.     

“I took an iPad home to see if the geofencing worked - within 
minutes I had a text message and email alert saying the iPad left its 
territory. I can check a GPS map to see where an iPad is; a student 
left it on a bus and we were all watching it go up the highway.” 
- Scott Miller, Director of Technology, Wayne Highlands School    

When Wayne Highlands SD implemented a 1:1 student to device 
program, they needed a mobility management solution to monitor these 
devices. Now, over 1,200 iPads are managed with Meraki Systems 
Manager, making it easy to track and update all district owned devices.    

“Socorro ISD is a compassionate, innovative district. We treat and 
educate all student as if they are our own. We have prioritized 
funding for technology so that all students have equal access to the 
Internet, regardless of their campus or personal situation.”
- Dr. José Espinoza, Superintendent of Schools, 
Socorro Independent School District      

Leadership at Socorro ISD was determined to provide all students with 
equal access to technology, no matter which school they attend or their 
personal situation. They deployed a robust, fl exible, and scalable 
network that enables 21st century learning for all students.     

Cisco Meraki enables K-12 school and school district IT teams to provide students and staff with the tools, resources, and access they 
need to succeed in a constantly evolving educational environment. See why K-12 customers use Meraki to simply confi gure and 

manage their network, while transforming how their students learn everyday.   

Contact Solutions IT today for more information 08 6241 2550 or sales@solutionsit.com.au

8 Reasons Why K-12 IT Teams Use Meraki
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Safety Bay Senior High School is a public co-educational high 
school with approx. 1100 students. They use a mix of iPads, 
iMacs, desktops and laptops and their full-time, on-site IT 
technician is a Solutions IT engineer.
 
In the past, the school had hired their own technicians to 
manage the day to day running of the school’s ICT, and where 
needed had ad-hoc support from Solutions IT for escalation 
purposes.
 
With growing school numbers and the advancement of 
technology, the school was challenged with recruitment when 
in 2014 their technician moved on. “We needed someone who 
understood how a large Department school worked, had vast 
IT experience, someone who was an effective communicator 
and could also help lead change within the school. It was not 
an easy find.” says Clint Wiltshire, Deputy Principal

“We have always had a great working relationship with Solutions IT so we were open to explore new concepts with 
them. The idea that we could have one of their staff fulltime in our school, with support of the entire company behind 
them was very appealing. We knew the company had the experience we needed, so there wasn’t a risk in trialling the 
idea and we haven’t looked back since.” 
 
In the five years that the school has used this support offering, they have had 3 long-term engineers work inside their 
school, “during this period, based on the school’s needs, the engineers have always been a perfect fit, no exceptions. 
We are particularly impressed with Brennan who currently looks after our network. He understands our environment 
and has a vision which is supported by the wider company. It’s so beneficial that Brennan is able to strategise on our 
IT direction with his peers and management. This has positively impacted on our student outcomes” Clint explains.
The school reports that the use of technology and infrastructure improvements  have led to a more stable network, “this 
impacts on our ability to track attendance better and deliver engaging classrooms activities with a technology focus. 
Regular attendance of students has seen upward trend of 9.6% over last 3 years”.

The introduction of a ‘Helpdesk’ ticketing system has seen a quick turnaround time in providing support to staff using 
technology, within 48 hours, “this helps us identify patterns, trends and issues that informs our planning, directly 
impacting on learning in the classroom”.

2018 saw two more Computer Labs built, providing 53 more desktops available to 
students. Catering further for increasing learning needs in accessing online VET 
courses, STEM Club and mandated introduction of Digital Technology classes in 
Year 7 & 8. All easily supported and managed.
The support has also seen the successful rollout of ‘Transition to NAPLAN Online 
Trial’ in 2018, with limited disruptions in connectivity, no reports of hardware issues 
and promoting confidence that when conducting NAPLAN in 2019, review, updates 
and reconfiguration of our network will enable 440 students to complete successfully
 
Clint recognises that Implementing the right technology to enable collaboration and 
engage students is key, “Our students not only develop their critical thinking skills 
but progress a range of other skills that embrace the changing world, all enabled by 
this support”. 

“Prior to this support offering, integration of innovative ICT programs was much more challenging and inconsistencies 
with the stability of our network, was a real barrier to staff accessing training or shifting pedagogical practice. What 
sets Solutions IT aside from other companies is their understanding on how IT can enhance the education sector and 
ultimately, the real impact that has on student outcomes”.

OUTSOURCING SUPPORT LEADS TO 
MORE STABLE NETWORK Solutions IT Finance

PRESERVE CASH |  SIMPLIFY BUDGETING |  LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

 

Lifecycle Management
 
A rental solution allows
your equipment to stay
up to date

Preserve your cash 
 
No large cash outlays,
which means you can
preserve capital 

Simplified budgeting
 
Payments are fixed for
the term of the
agreement

Flexible terms
 
Upgrade, add or delete
assets during the term of
the agreement
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Solutions IT has partnered with Bank of Queensland to offer tailored
financing solutions for your organisation

 

Leverage your buying power to acquire the best possible solution for your
school. 
Finance 'soft costs' including installation, software and services.
For one regular payment, access the entire solution your school needs.

Finance The Total Solution
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Solutions IT has partnered with Bank of Queensland to offer 
tailored financing solutions for your organisation

Leverage your buying power to acquire the best possible solution for your school.
Finance ‘soft costs’ including installation, software and services. For one regular 
payment, access the entire solution your school needs.
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NEWS & EVENTS

Steve Payne visits the CheckPoint HQ in Israel

Justin attended the Microsoft Global Education 
Partner Summit in freezing Seattle earlier this year

John wows teaching staff in 
Kalgoorlie with ClassVR

Stuart and Trina present at the 
Albany Schools Tech Update

Brennan deploying our easy to manage 
MacOS image to DOE SOE4.x schools

Engineer Adrian delights the class by fixing 
a technical issue and sharing a joke!
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NEWS & EVENTS

After 12 years at Solutions IT, 
our CTO Craig Tucker retired

iPad Tech Tour, this time at at Winthrop 
Primary School

iPad Tech Tour, 
Excelsior Primary School

Paul presents at the Perth 
Tech Update, Wembley 
Golf Course

South African Rugby Team 
discover ClassVR

iPad Tech Tour, Tapping Primary School

Justin addresses the IT Managers Forum at CEWA
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